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NOTES ON POINTS IN SOME OF THIS WEEK'S LETTERS APPEAR AT P. 811. 

NucLEAR 

Control of the Chain Reaction involved in Fission 
of the Uranium Nucleus 

IT has recently been shown that the number1 of 
neutrons liberated 2 in the nuclear fission of a 
uranium nucleus is sufficiently high to make the 
realization of a self-perpetuating reaction chain seem 
possible. The danger that a system containing 
uranium in high concentration might explode, once 
the chain is started, is considerable. It is therefore 
useful to point out a mechanism which gives the 
possibility of controlling the development of such a 
·chain. 

We form an expression which is characteristic for 
the behaviour of the chain : 

" At 'I = :;:rv(1 -IX), ( l) 

At being the product of the cross-section for nuclear 
fission for a thermal neutron of the uranium nucleus 
with the concentration of the uranium ; Ai the 
product of the absorption cross-section for thermal 
neutrons of the nucleus of kind i multiplied with its 
concentration ; A the sum of all Ai's, which is to 
lw taken over all kinds of nuclei present in the 
solution ; v is the average number of neutrons 
liberated in one fission, IX the average probability 
for a neutron to diffuse out of the system before 
bPing absorbed. 

The energy liberated by the chain will be 

E = NF, (2) 

.P being the energy liberated in one fission and N 
the number of fissions produced by the chain. We 
have 

N = v" + v" 2 + v" 3 + . . . . . .(3) 

The chain gives thus a quantity of energy, which 
is increasing rapidly with time, if v" is greater than l. 
Let us consider the case of a chain which is due 
to fission produced by thermal neutrons ; that 
is, a chain propagating itself in a system containing 
:Sufficient hydrogen for the slowing down of the 
neutrons. 

If the cross-sections for capture or fission of all 
nuclei present follow the lfv law, v" will not depend 
·on the velocity of the neutrons and therefore not on 
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the temperature of the system (since IX will in practice 
be small and since it depends in the first place on the 
distance necessary for slowing down the neutron ; 
the temperature has, of course, an effect, although 
it will be very small). 

Let us, however, introduce an absorbent, such as 
cadmium, the cross-section of which does not depend 
on the neutron energy in the thermal region. We 
will have, instead of ( l ), 

" At (l . ( ) v = 'lA' +.A, -IX), 4 

where A' is the sum of all Ai's following the lfv law 
and Ac is a constant, the term due to the newly 
added absorbent. v" will now decrease with increasina 
temperature. At a temperature, which will be 
teristic for the composition and the geometrical 
constants of the system, v" will become smaller than 
unity and the system will stabilize itself somewhem 
near this temperature ; the equilibrium being deter
mined by the fact that the amount of energy given 
out per unit oftime by the system (in the form of heat 
and nuclear radiation) is equal to the energy pro
duced by the system. Similar questions have been 
discussed by F. Perrin". 

Added in proof : In the case of a chain propagating 
itself by thermal neutron>;, the time necessary for the 
slowing down and for the absorption of a neutron, that 
is, its mean life, is of the order of 10-• sec. If one 
makes v" as small as 1007, it needs 100 times the 
mean life of a neutron or about 10-2 sec. to double 
the number of neutrons, and with that the energy 
liberated per unit of time. It is therefore possible 
to control the development of the chain by a periodical 
interaction of absorbers which break up the chains by 
entering the system. F. ADLER. 
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